connecting
generations

Discover things you never knew about
‘the other’ generations!

Discover mylegacylinks.com
Make
the
Connection!

Here’s how it works...

3. Assist your partner in the completion of a My
Life Legacy Journal. This will not only give you
an opportunity to benefit from the experience and
wisdom of one who has “been there,”  but will

Print template for CD, DVD-5 and DVD-9 discs

Layer 1: Working artwork layer - use the blue dielines as a guide to show the approximate final size of the disc label
Layer 2: Template layer shows artwork, disc and label size and other information - DO NOT PRINT
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2. Determine a regular weekly meeting time and
location for meeting with your My Legacy Links
partner.
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Label size: OD 116mm

1. Find a senior with whom you wish to be paired for
the duration of the project. Commit to a number
of hours or period of time you will spend with
your partner. (Suggestion - 40 hours, one or two
hours weekly, focusing on one or two Journal
topics in each meeting).

ID 15mm

Disc Size: OD 120 mm

assist your partner in the preparation of a wonderful
gift for his or her family. (Journals are available in
stores or at
http://www.bydesignmedia.ca/store )
Files should be supplied using the CMYK, Pantone coated or grayscale colour formats.
Raster / image files should be minimum 300 dpi. Smallest font size is 4pt Helvetica regular.
Stroke width should be 0.5pt to avoid a razor edge. Avoid type effects on text smaller than 7pt Helvetica regular.
Avoid designing large areas of colour with less than 15% colour value per channel.
For silk-screening printing, linear and radial gradient should be kept to a minimum or not used at all.
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4. If he or she has the equipment, your partner may
appreciate assistance in learning how to use e-mail, a
cell phone or any of the social media that will assist
in communicating more effectively with his or her
family in this age of technology.
5. Encourage your senior partner to tell stories from his
or her youth and share opinions on the topics in the
Journals. Then listen and write in the Journal what
he or she has said (either hard copy, spiral-bound or
on CD).

